
Genuine
accessories



SPORT FRONT SPOILER 
suggested to paint it in body colour

99000-99036-S42 

SIDE SKIRT SET 
set of 2 pcs, suggested 
to paint it in body colour

990E0-62J01 

SIDE SPOILER “CONCEPT S” 
set of 2 pcs, suggested 
to paint it in body colour

990E0-62J09 

Exterior

Sport needs  
equipment 

SPORT REAR SPOILER 
suggested to paint it in body colour

99000-99036-S43 

First impressions count, Swift Sport shouts Power. 
To drive your Swift Sport forward add some of 
the wide range of accessories that have been 
designed to compliment the vehicle. Make the 
experience of driving a dynamic Swift Sport 
more rewarding by making it stand out from the 
crowd, add front and rear under spoilers and 
a side skirt set – these accessories are sure to 
receive appreciation from sporty hearts.

SPORT STICKER FOR 
FRONT GRILL/BUMPER AREA 
matt black

990E0-63J06 

 
SPORT STICKER FOR 
FRONT GRILL/BUMPER AREA 
black/silver honeycomb 
structure (no picture)

990E0-63J06-001
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Sport thrives on success. Only minute 
measures seperate winners from losers. 
With this in mind designers of the 
Accessories for the new Suzuki Swift 
Sport have paid attention to detail and 
developed accessories that will define 
the Swift Sports dynamic niche in the 
market. You can now add fine chrome 
details, attractive decor sets in rally style 
or mirror covers in different colours to 
give you an individual vehicle – making 
it Your Suzuki Swift Sport.

EXTERNAL DOOR MIRROR COVERS 
red textile structure, looks like 

the inner door covering

990E0-63J03-001

REAR HATCH MOULDING 
chrome look 

990E0-63J04

REAR HATCH MOULDING 
black (no picture)

990E0-63J04-001

“CHECKERED FLAG II” STICKER  
silver metallic, decorative elements for the 

side panels

990E0-62J96-001

 
“CHECKERED FLAG II” STICKER  
anthracite metallic, decorative 

elements for the side panels (no picture)

990E0-62J97-001

“CHECKERED FLAG I” STICKER  
silver metallic, decorative elements for 

front hood, roof, tail-gate and 
 the external mirrors

990E0-62J96

 
“CHECKERED FLAG I” STICKER  

anthracite metallic, decorative elements 
for front hood, roof, tail-gate and the 

external mirrors (no picture)

990E0-62J97

ENGINE BONNET DECOR STRIPES 
matt black, set of 6 pcs

990E0-63J07

 
ENGINE BONNET DECOR STRIPES 
black/silver honeycomb structure, 

set of 6 pcs (no picture)

990E0-63J07-001

WHEEL LOCK NUT SET

990E0-62J19

EXTERNAL DOOR MIRROR COVERS 
black/silver honeycomb structure

990E0-63J03

Exterior
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The best seat in the new Suzuki Swift Sport can be 
found behind the wheel. From the driving seat you 
have the heart of the vehicle at your feet, ready for 
action. Is it possible to give your passengers the same 
experience? Yes, to deepen the sporty feel around the 
vehicle add some of the decorative highlights from 
glittering chrome to excellently textured carbon.

Interior

DASH TRIM SET 
black-silver honeycomb 
structure

990E0-62J52-001

 
DASH TRIM SET 
red textile structure (no picture)

990E0-62J52-002

SET OF RING DECOR ELEMENTS 
red, one set consists of an element 

of around gear shift lever and a set of 
speaker trims

990E0-63J09

DECOR ELEMENT FOR 
A/C SWITCHBOARD  

red

990E0-63J05-001

DECOR ELEMENT FOR 
A/C SWITCHBOARD 

chrome look

990E0-63J05

Inside everything  
is on the top 

SET OF RING DECOR ELEMENTS 
chrome look, one set consists of an 

element of around gear shift lever 
and a set of speaker trims

990E0-63J08

BLUETOOTH SET 
hands free phone operation, plug  
and play, compatible with factory 
installed radio, for mute control unit 
(990E0-64J24-001) must be ordered 
separatelly (no picture) 

990E0-64J24 
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Interior
What do you need to enjoy your Suzuki Swift Sport 
entirely? Sit back and relax in the driving seat. 
We have done the thinking for you by trying to ensure 
that every angle of your driving experience is covered. 
You are now about to experience our new range 
of accessories for this exciting car. Your comfort 
is always our priority!

CENTER ARMREST  
built-in storage area

990E0-62J06

ISOFIX CHILD SEAT 
EURO-NCAP tested, for children 
from 8 months to 4 years, 9-18 kg, 
washable textil upholstery

99000-990YA-020

GEARSHIFT KNOB

990E0-79J65

LEATHER SHIFT BOOT 
black, order it with 990E0-79J65 
gear shift knob

990E0-62J50

LEATHER SHIFT BOOT 
red-black, order it with 990E0-79J65 
gear shift knob (no picture)

990E0-62J51

CIGARETTE LIGHTER

39400-86G00

ASHTRAY

89810-86G00-5PK

CD BOX 
4 cd-s, dark grey

990E0-62J60

COAT HANGER  
to be mounted on the front seat 
headrestraint (illustration, SX4) 

990E0-79J89

CENTER ARMREST 
built-in CD inlay for 6 cd-s

990E0-62J94
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MULTI ROOF RACK 
max. 50kg
990E0-62J90

Travel
LUGGAGE MODULE  
90X80cm, max. 45kg
99000-990YT-406

SKI MODULE “AERODYNAMIC”  
2 pairs of ski 
or 2 snowboards max. 50kg
99000-990YT-106

SKI MODULE “AERODYNAMIC”  
3 pairs of ski 
or 4 snowboards (no picture)
99000-990YT-107

We can not protect you from curious or even envoius looks ... 
however we are able to help protect your new Suzuki Swift Sport. 
Why not add protecters? These protectors are made from the 
highest quality, to provide not only security, functionality and 
to perfectly follow the stream lined, lines of the vehicle making 
them attractive additions to the bodywork.. Have a look!

ROOF BOX  
380 l, 150X90X35cm, max. 40kg
99000-990YT-507

SKIBOX  
370 l, 223X56X35cm, max. 35kg 
(no picture)
99000-990YT-502

BICYCLE MODULE “RACER” 
990E0-62J69 first wheel holder 
must be ordered separately, 
max. 50kg
99000-990YT-205

ROOF RACK CARRIER BAG 
for storing of roof rack, black, logo
990E0-79J91

BICYCLE MODULE “STYLISH” 
for bicycles with frame 20-80mm, max. 50kg
99000-990YT-206

Loaded  
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Protection

DOOR SILL GUARD SET

990E0-62J54-001

DOOR VISOR 
front doors only, 

with engraved <S> mark

990E0-62J33

FLOOR MAT SET 
deluxe, logo, 4 pcs

990E0-62J83-001

FLOOR MAT SET 
economical, logo, 4 pcs

990E0-62J82-001

FLOOR RUBBER MAT SET

990E0-62J57

Not everybody will handle the new Suzuki 
Swift Sport as carefully as you do. Contact of 
the doors sometimes can not be avoided in 
cramped parking spots. Don’t worry superbly 
designed side moldings are available helping 
you to avoid damage to the paint work. Why 
not build on this level of protection by adding 
corner protectors for the bumpers? This has 
the added bonus of providing a dynamic look 
for your Swift Sport.

Don’t let it happen 
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SIDE BODY MOULDING  
red insert 

990E0-62J84-001

ProtectionSports men need place for his equipment – this is 
not news. Can a sports car offer an orderly storage 
solution? Swift Sport can, therefore your luggage 
can be forwarded in safe and tidy conditions – this is 
a really pleasant suprise!

SIDE BODY MOULDING  
silver insert 

990E0-62J84

SIDE BODY MOULDING  
set consists of 4 pcs, 
Swift logo

990E0-62J28

BUMPER CORNER PROTECTION 
same design as 990E0-62J28 
side moulding

990E0-62J26

BUMPER CORNER PROTECTION 
same design as 990E0-62J84/-001 
side moulding

990E0-62J78
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Protection
CARGO BOX  
adjustable internal separators, gives flat surface when rear seats are folded
990E0-62J70

CARGO TRAY
990E0-62J53

BUMPER PROTECTION SHEET 
black, logo
990E0-62J42-001

BUMPER PROTECTION SHEET 
transparent, logo (no picture)
990E0-62J43-001

We are offering you equipment that has a high level of sophistication. 
If you wish to take more luggage there are many smart 
solutions available that are designed to the same standards of quality, 
style & excellence as your Swift Sport itself. Our multifunctional roof 
rail offers the flexibility to transport a variety of your winter sports 
equipment, mountain bikes or even a new piece of furniture.
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TOUCH-UP-PAINT 
 
silky silver metallic

99000-10415-ZCC 

cosmic black

99000-10415-ZCE 

supreme red pearl

99000-10415-ZCK

kasimir blue

99000-10415-ZCG

BACK UP SENSOR 
4 heads, suggested to paint in body colour

990E0-62J16

Protection

SCALE CAR 
red, 3dr, 1:87
990E0-62J59

SCALE CAR 
red, 3dr, 1:43
990E0-62J71

RALLYE SWIFT JWRC SCALE CAR 
JWRC rally look, 1:43
99000-79N12-MNC

Small things can afford great pleasures – especially from the Suzuki 
Swift Sport accessories palette. How you like a replica scale model 
of the successful Rally Swift from the JWRC Rally Series?

Small pleasures 

Boutique

Abbildung zeigt Sonderausstattung.

RAIN SENSOR 
responds very fast to rain, fog and drizzle  
or sudden events e.g. unsteady rain showers, 
splash water from vehicle in front etc.
990E0-65J81
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Issued by: Magyar Suzuki Zrt., 

2500 Esztergom, Schweidel u. 52.

P/N: 99000-57K10 


